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The Pompadour Cotinga is a bird 
from the Cotingidea family, a 
frugivore that feeds in the canopy 
of large trees in the Brazilian 
Amazon�

Photo taken from Tower ZF2 
at   INPA, Manaus-AM� At the 
time, the photographer, Anselmo 
D’Afonseca, was 50 meters above 
the ground

Pompadour Cotinga
Xipholena punicea
®Anselmo D’Afonseca



The Green-thighed Parrot is an 
Amazonian parakeet that lives in small 
flocks.

Photo taken from Tower 1 at Cristalino 
Lodge,  Alta  Floresta-MT�  At the time, 
the photographer João Quental was 
about 50 meters from the ground�

Green-thighed Parrot
Pionites leucogaster

®João Quental
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Presentation

 At the end of 2016, as the newly appointed 
Public Use Coordinator at ICMBio, I visited Lagoa do 
Peixe National Park and Taim Ecological Station in the 
southern part of Rio Grande do Sul� Before traveling, 
I consulted the ICMBio page, where I learned that the 
region is a paradise for birdwatchers: “Lagoa do Peixe 
National Park (Parna) was created in 1986 with the 
objective of protecting migratory bird species and the 
coastal ecosystems of Rio Grande do Sul, which they 
depend on during their life-cycle� The main attraction is 
birdwatching on the four trails of the park where 275 
species have been recorded, 35 of which are migratory�”
 Although I was not an inveterate birder, I had 
pleasant experiences observing birds in the countries 
where I had the privilege of living as I served Brazil� I 
immediately remembered the abundance of flamingos in 
Lake Nakuru National Park in Kenya, and the hours that I 
spent ecstatically observing a variety of species at Tablas 
de Daimiel National Park in Spain�
 When I arrived at Lagoa do Peixe, I was not 
disappointed by the quantity and variety of birds I saw� 
What really bothered me, was the complete lack of 
infrastructure for birdwatching� There were no marked 
trails like the ones I walked in Monfragüe, there were 
no walkways such as those in Tablas de Daimiel, no 
observation towers like those in Singapore, not even a 
measly photographic shelter like the simple “birdhides” 
at Rondevlei in South Africa�
 Despite this, I found several tourists from various 
parts of Brazil, with binoculars and powerful cameras, 
wandering the dirt roads of the park, with a hopeful eye 
in search of a “lifer” and another eye attentive to the fast 
cars that, in addition to scaring the birds and throwing 
dust upon the visitors, posed a danger to their lives� I 
left Lagoa do Peixe very disturbed, especially knowing 
that just across the border of Chuí, in Uruguay, there is 
beautiful infrastructure available for birdwatching�

Pedro da Cunha e Menezes

Pedro da Cunha e Menezes is diplomat 
and a passionate hiker� As the Public Use 
Coordinator at ICMBio, he established the 
foundations of the Brazilian system of long 
distance hiking trails.

 Back in Brasilia, my team and I met with Guto 
Carvalho, of Avistar, and we put a theme on our agenda� 
There was much to do to make our conservation 
areas more friendly for birdwatching� From changing 
management plans, whose standards often prevented 
visitation in the early hours of the day – which are the 
best for birdwatching – to writing and publishing an 
ordinance that would promote birdwatching, treating 
its practitioners not as potential offenders, but as the 
conservation allies who they truly are�
 Guto soon brought together a team of amateur 
specialists and researchers who advised us on the steps 
we were taking� Thus, we made our rules more conducive 
to birdwatching, we reinforced the #vempassarinhar 
project in our parks and published, in October 2018, an 
ordinance which disciplines activity in federal conservation 
areas� Ending bureaucracy and simplifying birder’s lives, 
however, is only the starting point� Brazil will only be 
fufilling its obligation to this portion of the population 
when, like other countries, we have an infrastructure of 
trails, blinds, and towers in our protected areas that allow 
the full enjoyment of the art of birdwatching� We lacked 
the references and budget to take this final step, which is 
now a pressing matter�
 In this sense, this manual comes at an excellent 
time� Because it is a collaboration by those who are 
knowledgeable in the area, it provides ICMBio and 
state management, as well as municipal and private 
conservation units, with an idea of what to do, how to do 
it, and where to do it in terms of infrastructure, so that 
the public, both foreign and domestic, may admire the 
incredible beauty of the more than 1800 species that fly 
in Brazilian skies� With these changes, in addition to the 
pleasure provided to each birder, we will also generate 
employment and income as well as data, collected 
through citizen science�



Chestnut-eared Aracari
Pteroglossus castanotis
®Ananda Porto

Chestnut-eared Aracaris are small tou-
cans that forage in the canopy of the 
Amazon Rainforest� 

Photo taken at the Thaymaçu Lodge 
Tower in Jacareacanga-PA� When the 
photo was taken the photographer, 
Ananda Porto, was about 50 meters 
above the ground�
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Rick Prum, of Yale University, is the author 

of The Evolution of Beauty

Rick Prum

The New Generation

 Brazil is among the countries with the richest 

avifauna in the world� Its birds include an extraordinary 

number of species, with an impressive variation between 

its regions, and an enormous amount of endemic species 

– species that are not found anywhere else on the planet�

 Consequently, Brazilian ornithology has a long 

and prominent history� In recent decades, however, 

birdwatching and photography activities have expanded 

rapidly� Birdwatching groups have been organized in 

several cities, regions and states, and the platform of 

photos and records, wikiaves�org, has exploded as one 

of the most active in the world� Clearly, birdwatching 

and Brazilian ornithology have undergone a remarkable 

period of growth; which brings new energy, resources 

and tourism development across the country�

 The authors of this manual present a stimulating 

vision of the new generation of infrastructure for bird 

watching in Brazil – towers, shelters and walkways, 

capable of supporting the growing number of people 

interested in birdwatching and being in nature, and 

promoting the use of parks and areas protected by an 

ever-increasing audience�

 These structures are becoming more and more 

common throughout the world, especially in places 

with great biodiversity and tourism potential�  They are 

available in areas which seek new ways to value natural 

heritage, so that standing forests are valued more highly 

than felled forests� 

 Some of my most exciting birdwatching 

experiences and scientific discoveries took place in the 
towers and walkways from Borneo to Brazil� Taking 

birdwatchers to a position at tree canopy height allows 

access to the bird’s vision at different heights, and 

offers researchers a platform to carry out their research 

activities while a well-built shelter in front of a pond or 

swamp can provide intimate views of timid migratory 

and aquatic bird species�

 This manual provides the inspiration and 

information necessary to plan, define the location of, and 
install new structures to observe birds� Not all suggested 

projects require major works; gardens and feeders are 

easy ways to attract birds, and birdwatchers, to the site� 

They can also be ways to bring more birds and other 

animals in our backyards and gardens, not to mention 

the parks and squares of big cities�

Expanding birdwatching infrastructure brings the 

possibility of encouraging ecotourism, environmental 

education, and conservation� I eagerly await the 

implementation of this new generation of infrastructure 

in Brazil�



Introduction
Towers, blinds, and walkways are 
structures that stimulate the practice 
of birdwatching and the visitation of 
protected areas�

 This guide brings ideas and concepts to inspire 
infrastructure designs for birdwatching inlcuding; towers, 
walkways, feeders, and blinds, as well as informational 
structures like websites, species lists, guides, and 
informational boards
 Birdwatching is a hobby that brings together 
science, education, conservation, and ecotourism� As 
a form of wildlife observation, the practice requires a 
hearty dose of dedication and patience on the part of 
its practitioners, who do not hesitate to visit remote 
places, walk long distances, and wait for hours to see 
specific species in the ideal conditions to photograph 
them� Choosing the right place is a fundamental part 
of successful birdwatching, and protected areas, both 
public (parks and ecological stations) as well as private 
reserves, are perfect places that harbor a diversity of 
species that attract  birdwatchers�
 Despite their abundance of wildlife, few 
protected areas in Brazil have adequate infrastrucutre 
for the practice of wildlife observation� In fact, towers, 
blinds, walkways, and feeders are scarce elements in 
our portfolio of attractions, even though they attract 
birdwatchers, in addition to bringing a number of benefits 
to visitors and managers, to the areas themselves, and, 
directly and indirectly, to the fauna of the area�
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Birdwatching in Brazil
Emerging in the 1980s, by the turn of 
the millennium it was spreading and 
flourishing throughout Brazil. 

 In Brazil, birdwatching is a relatively new activity, 
whose history dates back to the 1980s1 and the creation 
of the first birdwatching groups nationwide. In the 1990s, 
despite the initial boom, a phase of relative stagnation 
followed� However, shortly after the turn of the millennium, 
the internet revolution and rise of digital photography 
popularized the activity, culminating with the emergence 
of Avistar in 2006 and the WikiAves site in 2008�
 The following decade (2010s) marked the 
maturation of birdwatching, in addition to greater attention 
by the media� If the initial number of birdwatchers was 
estimated to be in the thousands, today there must be 
hundreds of thousands throughout Brazil, through different 
modalities (photography, binoculars, lists, feeders, etc)�
 Several factors contributed to the growth of 
birdwatching: the consolidation of Brazilian ornithology, 
the standardization of common names for birds, access to 
digital photography, and the emergence of social media� 
The collaborative digital platform, WikiAves, stands out 
for having congregated the community of birdwatchers 
in Brazil, shaping a culture of photography, allowing the 
sharing of information, and popularizing the activity� 
Although birdwatching is the fastest-growing outdoor 
activity in the world2, these factors made the Brazilian 
case an example of success, with WikiAves being the most 
accessible ornithological portal on the planet�3
 Developed in the context of social media, Brazilian 
birdwatching designed itself as a recreational practice 
structured in a creative economy, based in sharing and 
reputation, valuing knowledge4, conservation5 and 
engagement6� This is shown in the rapid increase of 
local guides, birders who began to dedicate themselves 
professionally to birdwatching�



 Wikiaves has played an important role in the 

creation of a Brazilian “birder” culture with unique 

characteristics not found in other countries� In the 

community and discussion pages, users interact with 

volunteer researchers and moderators, debating the 

characteristics of each species and the challenges of 

identifying them�

 In terms of the amount of information in the 

database, in the ten years since its inception, about 2�5 

million records have been made� They are represented by 

photos, georeferences, and birds identified at the species 
level, each with a corresponding number� By comparison, 

one of the largest traditional scientific collections, with 
specimens collected during the last hundred years, is 

housed in the ornithology section at the Museum of 

Zoology at the University of São Paulo� It consists of 

around 103,000 specimens�

WikiAves

The Encyclopedia of Birds of Brazil became 

the prefered community  of birdwatchers, 

promoting the activity in the entire country, 

from capital cities to the most distant towns�
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 AvistarBrasil is one of the most important events 
related to birdwatching and conservation in Latin America� 
One of its objectives is to promote interaction between 
researchers and hobbyists, through citizen science 
work and the dissemination of scientific research. Their 
annual event is composed of an international congress, 
with lectures, symposiums, public outreach activities, 
and environmental education, in addition to artistic and 
cultural exhibitions� 
 Over the years, it has relied on the participation 
of prominent national and international supporters 
of ornithology and birdwatching, and the discussions 
held in the context of the congress have guided the 
implementation of important processes of ornithology 
and conservation� 
 The partnership established with Instituto 
Butantan, a traditional research center in São Paulo that 
focuses heavily on scientific dissemination and public 
outreach, has enhanced the scope of this event� This 
relationship stimulates the creation of countless other 
festivals throughout the country�

AvistarBrasil
The Brazilian Birding Fair is a space for 
dialogue and reflection on birdwatching in 
Brazil�



The birders profile’s
Brazilian birders go into the field weekly, 
especially in rural areas, farms, and 

ranches�
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 Data from the Brazilian birdwatching census 

(2012 and 2017)8 revealed the profile of a birdwatcher as 
someone who: is at least 35 years old, a college graduate, 

(or grad school), a resident of a large metropolitan area, 

and considers photography an important hobby�

 The Brazilian birder tends to go out on weekends, 

with 86% of birders photographing in the rural area of 

their cities, where, searching for fragments of vegetation, 

and traversing swamps and riparian forests, they have 

already recorded more than 2�5 million images� The 

active search for new records contributed significantly to 
redrawing the distribution map of Brazilian avifauna�

 The research also reveals that 45% of birders 

started going out less than four years ago, and in that 

time they recorded between 200 and 400 species�
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Birdwatchers and Conservation Areas

In longer trips, Brazilian birdwatchers find 
their ideal destination in conservation 

areas�

Group of birdwatchers at 
Araucárias National Park

®Vanessa Tavares Kanaã

 According to the census, more than 67% of 

birders mention the existence of conservation areas in 

the region as an important factor in their choice of a 

certain destination� Parks, national, state or municipal, 

as well as private reserves, represent the opportunity to 

satisfy the desire to experience conserved environments, 

and see interesting birds�

 Two statistics complement this perception: 

69% of birders consider the existence of conservation 

initiatives fundamental in choosing a destination, and 

83% intend to support the conservation of the species�

 To watch birds, you must have an eye for detail 

and an attitude of contemplation; birdwatchers can be 

of great help in the management of conservation areas, 

supervising and reporting potential crimes and abuses� In 

addition, the continuous, low-impact use of trails inhibits 

the presence and actions of poachers�

 The creation of services such as food, 

transportation, lodging, and local guides integrates the 

local community and stimulates the economy surrounding 

the conservation area�9



Heatmap of birdwatching in Brazil.

 The consolidation of information regarding 

avifauna is a direct consequence of the practice of 

birdwatching, especially data about endemism4, 

distribution10, migration11, and reproduction, which has 

informed public policy and endangered species lists�12 

In fact, more and more scientific work has benefited 
from the data collected by birdwatchers6, including the 

rediscovery of locally extinct species�

 Birdwatching is a educative practice13, and 

the process is characterized by discovery and learning� 

Evidence shows that birders gradually assimilate 

knowledge as their lists grow, which makes birding in 

biological reserves, ecological stations and conservation 

areas more constructive� In addition, the collective work 

of identifying photographed birds fuels online discussion 

in the Wikiaves and Facebook forums, popularizing 

destinations and creating user groups�

 Several aspects of birdwatching encourage an 

attitude of conservation14 mainly, but not only, because 

it is necessary to conserve forests so that there are 

places for birds� With the development of birdwatching in 

Brazil and in the world, it is perceived that birders tend to 

contribute directly and indirectly to the conservation of 

the areas they visit, even starting conservation projects�15

 Another important, positive aspect of birding is 

the registration of new species, which compliment the 

records for each conservation area and its management 

plans. The surrounding communities also benefit from 
the practice of birding through the employment and 

qualification of local guides, in addition to lodging, 
transportation, and food services, generating local 

involvement and sustainable development�16

Citizen Science

The data collected by birdwatchers 

constributes to the revisions of 

distribution maps for Brazilian birds� 

16



Map of east São Paulo with birdwatching hotspots - eBird.



 

 In recent years environmental groups and 
research institutes have been engaging the public with 
periodic birding walks� This practice began with birding 
walks promoted in 2002 at the Botanical Garden of Rio 
de Janeiro17, which were then Widely developed by the 
Insituto Butantan Bird Observatory (OAIBu), and today 
are promoted in partnership with SAVE Brasil, DEPAVE3 
and the São Paulo Forest Foundation� The Initiative is 
promoted by other states and institutions, such as INEA 
in Rio de Janeiro, SETUR and the State Forestry Institute 
in Minas Gerais, among others�
 “#vempassarinhar” integrates beginner and 
experienced birders� Their informality attracts the general 
public and especially children who, thus, in contact with 
nature, discover the world of birdwatching� 

#birding!
Events and birding walks are already part 
of state parks and city green spaces�

 It promotes environmental awareness with a 
positive agenda and stimulates ethical practices This 
combination is essential to minimize any negative 
impacts and  maximize the benefits of birding in protected 
areas�18
 Initiatives such as these were fundamental 
to ending conflicts with the public, such as those that 
originated by restrictive interpretations of the right to 
photography� The fruits of this labor are the ordinances 
of the São Paulo Forest Foundation, which encourage 
interest in birdwatching and photography in conservation 
areas19, as well as normative instruction 14 published by 
ICMBio�20

Birders at Instituto Butantan - ®Erika Zingst-Zaher



 
The birder’s contributionHow to stimulate birdwatching

• Make online bird lists available, provide records 

and information about the local habitat

• Allow early morning access or provide lodging

• Promote lectures, festivals, bird counts, and 

bird walks

• Promote ethical birding, respecting nests, the 

use of calls, etc�

• Empower local guides, park rangers, and staff

• Offer birding infrastructure (towers, blinds, etc�)

• Encourage photography for record-keeping and 

outreach

• Creation and maintenance of bird lists and 

registration of new species�

• Long-term monitoring 

• Its demand for lodging, food, and guides 

stimulates the local economy

• Help integrate the area and its surrounding 

community

• Promote conservation, contribute to management 

with conscious and responsible use

• Reach out on a national level and generate 

involvement with conservation areas

A group of birders at #vempassarinharRJ - ®João Marins

Birdwatching in Brazil has contributed in a remarkable 

way to science, conservation, and citizenship, besides 

giving rise to integrational and comprehensive initiatives 

across the country� In all of these aspects, the partnership 

between birders and conservation areas has a huge 

transformative potential� Stimulating bird watching 

through actions on both sides can enhance this potential�

Transformative 

Partnership

Birdwatchers and conservation areas can be 

partners at a large-scale�

21



Infrastructure

Birdwatching structures should be 
integrated into the landscape with 
minimal impact: functional and 
discreet�

Tower

Blinds

Walkway

Feeder

comedouros

Bench
20





User profile

Features

Management and 
maintenence

Impact

Approval

Adapted  Rewilding Europe - 
Wildlife Watching Hides Best Practice Guidelines Dec-2012.

Planning What to consider when planning 
birdwatching equipment 22

Identify the user: photographers, birders, 
and visitors� Each group has its needs�

What features are required for each user 
type?

Who’s going to operate and perform 
maintenance? What are the costs and 
sources of funding?

What is the environmental, physical and 
visual impact of the facilities?

Does it comply with the regulations? 
Is installation possible at this location?

22



BenefitsWhat are the benefits of 
implementation?

Access

Fauna

Safety 

Income

Management

Visitors can watch birds more affordably 
and comfortably

Allows the fauna to be seen without 
interfering in its daily routine

Provides safety to users and minimizes 
accidents

Blinds and towers can be a source of 
income for the area

The facilities direct the flow of visitors 
and create a more organized experience



Blinds, Towers, and Walkways
They organize visitation, improve the 
experience, and reduce impact�

Streak-capped Antwren-
Terenura maculata
®Gabriel Mello

São Paulo Tyrannulet 
Phylloscartes paulista

®Douglas Fernando

 Structures like blinds, towers, walkways, and 
platforms represent a major differentiator for birdwatching 
and wildlife observation� Visitors have a unique 
experience; with access to different vegetative strata, 
proximity to nature, and an appropriate perspective�
 For example, some insectivvorous birds restlessly 
move through the canopy far above the forest floor. Seeing 
them from the ground can be a huge challenge� Towers 
not only reduce this distance, but change the observer’s 
perspective, by placing them at eye level with the birds: 
The birds are no longer observed against the sky, like 
from the ground, but rather against the vegetation�

 Walkways also create unique experiences as 
they allow you to walk around at the canopy level, in the 
understory, or down around wetlands�
Blinds allow visitors to remain discreetly hidden in the 
environment of their choice with relative comfort� There, 
they can patiently wait, sometimes for long hours, 
without disturbing the avifauna� Blinds can be located 
in the countryside, in the middle of the forest or on the 
edge of wetlands�
These structures, in addition to improving the flow of 
foot traffic and the experience of the visit, enhance the 
viewing of birds in their natural environment and reduce 
the impact of the human presence, as well as the need 
for playback�

24
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Observation Towers
Understory, sub-canopy, canopy: an 
observation platform at every forest 
level�below the emergent level

360º view

~15 people

near a fruit tree (or two)

above the understory

intermediate platforms

accessible stairs

easy access from the trail

 Towers may utilize different building materials 
and solutions that demonstrate good construction 
practices and minimize impact (such as avoiding the use 
of glass to reduce window collisions)� Usually observation 
towers have no coverage and offer a platform of at 
least 9 square meters, as well as benches and rails to 
make waiting around easier� Intermediate platforms 
allow visitors to explore the different forest levels, taking 
into account the characteristics of each level� Having 
nearby fruit trees and other trees that attract birds are 
fundamental to the experience�
 The location of the towers should be well 
researched, considering factors such as the phenology 
of the local species and the proximity of fruit trees in 
the forest, preferably in alternating cycles� There should 
always be extra care in the construction of the tower to 
not harm the fruit�
 A well-planned tower takes into account the 
height of the different forest levels: ground level, 
understory, sub-canopy, canopy, and emergent� Access 
to these different heights on intermediate platforms 
should also be considered� The highest platform should 
be above the canopy and just below the emergent level, 
always seeking a view at the widest possible angle� The 
layout of the tower should utilize ladders that facilitate 
the transport of equipment like heavy lenses and large 
tripods, in addition to complying with accessibility 
policies�
 When planning the construction, permanent 
maintenance is an important item to consider, since the 
structure will be exposed to all kinds of weather: storms, 
wind, sun, and also falling trees, branches, vines and 
invasive vegetation, among other factors�
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Sharpbill
Oxyruncus cristatus
®Aisse Gaertner

Black-faced Dacnis
Dacnis lineata

®Anselmo D’Afonseca



From the Ground

At Eye Level

The bird bends in with the vegetation 
and the sky creates a backlight, making 
a challenge for the photographer�

The bird stands out from the vegetation, 
the blurry background allows greater 

light control�

Bare-throated Bellbird
Procnias nudicolis 
®Luiz Fernando Bravoo

Bare-throated Bellbird
Procnias nudicolis

®Sérgio Gregório
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Manu Tower - Peru 
®Robert A. Baker

Caseara-TO - Brazil
 ®Carlos Gussoni



For every tower, a strategy
Countless architectural strategies 

are available to integrate the 
towers  into the landscape�

Peter Heeling C.C.2.0



ZF2 Tower - Manaus AM
One of the most traditional towers in 
the Brazilian Amazon

®Takehide Ikeda
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MUSA Tower Museum of the Amazon and its tower, 
located less than 30km from downtown 
Manaus�

Torre MUSA - Manaus
®Rafael Cardoso - Acumulando Viagens
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Torre MUSA - Manaus
®Rafael Cardoso - Acumulando Viagens
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Cristalino Lodge towers

View from the tower at Cristalino Lodge
Alta Floresta-MT
®João Quental

Two towers in the middle of the 
southern Amazon rainforest

Harpy Eagle 
Harpia harpyja
®Edson Endrigo - AvesFotos



Tower at Cristalino Lodge 
High Forest-MT

®Samuel Melim



Tower at Cristalino Lodge Alta-Floresta-MT
®Dimitri Matosko
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Chestnut-eared Aracari 
Pteroglossus castanotis
®João Quental



Thaymaçu Lodge Tower

Thaymaçu Lodge tower 
Alta Floresta-MT

®João Paulo Krajewski

This metal tower was recently 
installed 
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Curl-crested Aracari
Pteroglossus beauharnaesii 

®Ananda Porto



 Platforms differ from towers in that they are 
supported on slopes� They are elevated by the downhill 
slope of the terrain and thus allow greater accessibility to 
people who struggle with locomotion� Because they are 
at ground level, access should be considered an integral 
part of the walkway� The transition between vegetative 
strata occurs as you move horizontally, so pay close 
attention as you move�

Platforms
Projecting off the hillside, using the 

slope to  reach the canopy�
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Sítio Jacu Platform 
Ubatuba-SP
®Marco Silva

Sítio Cotinga Platform
S. Luis do Paraitinga-SP
®Giovana Alves de Souza



Walkways
an important element of accessibility�

Legado das Águas Reserve
®Paulina Chamorro

 High walkways in the forest are attractive to 
visitors and can be shared by different users� They should 
incorporate places where photographers may stop 
without obstructing the flow of traffic.
 Raised walkways offer an understory perspective 
and have lower construction costs; canopy walkways are 
more sophisticated structures, and can even connect two 
or more towers�
 Accessibility should be the predominant factor in 
the project, giving a diverse perspective to all visitors� 
Walkways in humid forests require frequent maintenance 
as well as the use of more sustainable construction 
materials�
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Parque Ecológico Imigrantes walkway

Parque Ecológico Imigrantes walkway
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Legado das Águas Reserve
®Crioula Câmera

Parque das Neblinas - Instituto Ecofuturo 
Mogi das Cruzes-SP

® Eliza Carneiro



Photography Blinds
Waiting does not need to be suffering� 

A good blind offers comfort and 
camouflage to await the 

opportune moment�

®Rewilding Europe

 Photographic blinds are basically houses in the 
middle of the forest, offering comfortable facilities for 
relaxation and observation� Blinds also serve as well 
camouflaged shelters from weather and insects.
 The structure should conceal the birdwatchers’ 
silhouette from the birds, with windows at the appropriate 
height and seats to accommodate visitors� They can be 
complemented with small bodies of water and feeders in 
accessible places to attract birds�
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Hide in Joinville-SC
®Vilde Florêncio



Tataupa Tinamou
Crypturellus tataupa
®Eduardo Koehler 
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Tataupa Tinamou
Crypturellus tataupa

®Vilde Florêncio

The Power of Blinds

The photographer can take high quality 
images without disturbing the birds�



Blind at  Trilha dos Tucanos Lodge
®Eduardo Franco 

Protected Access
The side fence protects photographer’s 

access to the inside of the blind�



Simple Interior
Sitting in the blind, in front of a 
feeder, photographers can quietly 
wait for birds to arrive, where they 
have  good lighting and positioning�



Blinds in Wetlands
Aquatic birds watch the horizon, 
scanning for predators A good blind 
should have protected access�

 Blinds in wetlands must have lateral cover to 
access them, because aquatic birds notice the presence 
of predators as they monitor the horizon� This cover is 
nothing more than natural vegetation or fences which 
allow access to the blind without the birds noticing any 
movement�23
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Geograph.org - ®Peter Facey CC2.0
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The Waterfront
Blinds at the Lagoa da Regua at Reserva 

Ecológica Guapiassu� Management 
of water bodies provides excellent 
opportunities for birdwatching and 

photography�

Blinds at lagoa da Regua - RJ
®Nicholas Locke



In the Sand
Birdwatching blinds built from wood, in  the 
wetlands at Los Indios in Rocha, Uruguay�

Bañado de Los Indios 
Rocha - Uruguai  

cortesy : turismorocha.gub.uy
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Blind in Laguna de Castillos
Rocha - Uruguai 

cortesy : turismorocha.gub.uy
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Geograph.org - ®Stanley Howe CC2.0 Natuur12 CC3.0

A Place for Information
The inside of a blind can be decorated 
with information about common birds in 
the region�



Silver Teal 
Anas versicolor

®Paulo Fenalti
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Fulvous Whistling Duck
Dendrocygna bicolor

®Silvia Linhares

Peacefulness

When observed from a blind, birds 
do not feel threatened, and can go 
about their day in peace�



Trails
Paths in the forest�

 A good trail system is a basic requirement for all 
work in nature, whether it be for access, management, 
or as an educational and interpretive feature�
 For birdwatching, there is no need for special 
care, aside from basic quality and accessability� When 
they do not have invasive plants growing nearby, roads 
or wider trails offer great photography opportunities, 
better angles, and allow larger groups to organize 
themselves on tours�
 Suspended trails or sidewalks improve the user 
experience while minimizing the risk of encounters with 
snakes and ticks infestation� A well-thought-out trail can 
be used as an educational tool and even as a place for 
photography workshops�
 The construction of accessible, self-guided trails, 
is a well studied discipline and has numerous works and 
construction manuals�24

Grupo de observadores nas trilhas do Instituto Butantã
®Erika Zingst-Zaher

Photo workshop on the trails - Itamambuca Eco-lodge
Ubatuba-SP 

®Dimitri Matozco
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On the road side
Opportunities for photography and bird-
watching are at every step on a good trail�

Bromeliads from the trails at Itamambuca Eco-lodge
Ubatuba-SP 

®Dimitri Matozco



Trails at Itamambuca Eco-lodge
Ubatuba-SP ®Dimitri Matozco

National Park -  Darb - Germany
Photo ®Adrian Rupp
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 The birds of the genus Grallaria (antpittas) are 
cryptic and hard to find around the world. For the last 
few years, at Reserva Rio Blanco, in Manizales, Colombia, 
there has been a feeder with earthworms, guaranteeing 
visitors a chance to see these birds� 
 Sofia is the affectionate name given to one of 
them� Tourists from all over the world are accommodated 
in the blind on the side of the trail as they observe 
and photograph this spectacle, contributing to the 
sustainability of the reserve�

Benches and Worms

Antpitta bench
Rio Blanco Lodge,   CO

 ®Daniel Cyzinski

Sofia answers to her name and recieves 
three meals a day, at specific times.
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Brown-banded AntpittaGral-
laria millerii

 ®Daniel Cyzinski

Sofia 
Chestnut-crowned Antpitta
Grallaria ruficapilla
 ®Oriana Garzón



Benches
A simple yet elegant solution�

 Sometimes the simplest furnishings can be the 
most comfortable� A bench on the side of the trail is nice 
to peacefully sit and observe� It should be placed next 
to a fruit tree, or near some complementary landscap-
ing, with bushes and attractive plants for hummingbirds� 
Benches can also be accompanied by a simple cover for 
shelter against excessive sun or rain�
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Reserva Municipal Laguna Nimez
El Calafate Argentina
® Giulyanna Althman



Tapia
Alchornea glandulosa

®André Benedito

Jerivá 
Syagrus romanzoffiana
78

 Many plants produce attractive fruit for 
birds, who, in turn, spread the seeds throughout 
the forest, contributing to local conservation and 
regeneration� Examples include: Tapiá, mamica-de-
cadela, guaçatonga, pau-pólvora, cambuí, canela-
amarela, jerivá, camboatá, and embaúba�
 Countless other species attract birds, 
depending on the region of the country, note that 
their popular names may vary�

Attractive plants
Birds plant trees�

Embaúba 
Cecropia glaziovii 
®Alex Popovkin



Pau-pólvora
Trema micrantha

®Thomas B. Croat Smithsonian STRI

Mamica-de-cadela 
Zanthoxylum rhoifolium 
®Gerson Luiz Lopes

Cambuí
Myrcia sp.

Guaçatonga
Casearia sylvestris

®Gustavo Giacon

Canela-amarela
Nectandra puberula

®Marcio Verdi

Camboatá
Guarea trichilioides 
®Rolando Pérez STRI



Attraction
Birds get fed, birders watch, and    
everyone wins�

Feeders
Sítio Espinheiro Negro
®Marco Silva
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 Feeder maintenance is important, and a feeder should 
not be installed if there is no prospect of continued maintenance� 
Hygiene is fundamental; feeders should be easy to clean and 
have something to prevent the feed from falling on the ground� 
 In the case of ground-based feeders which use grains 
to attract birds like tinamous or earthworms to attract birds like 
antthrushes, strategies should be employed to avoid exposing 
the birds to predators, especially feral cats�



Feeders
Placed in convenient locations to 
facilitate maintenance�

Red-necked Tanager
Tangara cyanocephala

 ®Luciano Lima



Frequently asked questions
Installing a feeder is fast and easy to do, 

but some precautions are necessary�
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What species do you want to attract?
The first step in setting up a feeder is getting to know the local avifauna. 

Research which species are attracted to feeders� They are typically frugivores 

or granivores

What type of feed? 

Fruits in general: bananas, papayas, avocados, sweet potatos, etc� For granviores, 

avoid industrial seed mixes, which use inedible grains for volume�  Buy fruit locally 

or from a distributor�

Which type of feeder? 
Feeder choice depends on the food you wish to use, but it should be easy to 

clean and sealed to keep food dry and protected against unwanted species such 

as rodents, coatis, jacus, feral pigeons, and doves�

How to choose a place? 
Avoid installing feeders near windows, glass, and shiny walls that may cause bird 

collisions� Choose a place with good lighting and a good background; make it easier 

to photograph� Be careful to measure the height! Cats can be a big problem�

When to start? 

Feeder success depends on seasonal factors� A feeder is typically visited more 

in the winter, so it is better to install it in the fall, so that it is already being used 

during the next season�

Follow up?
A feeder is a “living” feature, so it is important to accompany it on a day-to-day 

basis, observing the species that stop by, the actions of individuals, the volume 

of food consumed, degree of cleanliness, etc� Do not install a feeder if you cannot 

take care of it�



Good Lighting
Positioning should take photography 

angles into account�

Feeder
Síitio Espinheiro Negro
®Marco Silva

 A feeder requires a certain technique to recon-

cile the needs of birds with those of photographers, and 

small details make a big difference� Lowering the con-

tainer is recommended so the feed will not be seen and a 

photo can be taken without “showing the banana”�

 The feeder should be filled daily with fruits or 
grains, thus attracting different species and ensuring the 

supply of fresh food� Attention to hygiene should be con-

stant� It might be a good idea to take the decaying fruits 

and create a butterfly feeder nearby. 

 Ground feeders can be as simple as a handful of 

seeds (like cracked corn) in a discreet container or even 

scattered on the ground� In some places, like the reserves 

in Colombia, compost piles full of worms and insects have 

become unintentional feeders that attract forest floor in-

sectivores like antthrushes� In these instances, benches 

or blinds can be set up for visitors�

 Feeders are subject to seasonality, recieving 

more visitors in autumn and winter� However, there is no 

evidence of birds depending on feeders in the Neotropics� 

On the contrary, when there are more resources in the 

forest, the birds practically do not visit feeders, according 

to owners of inns that have maintained feeders for many 

years�29
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A Twig on the Side
When the bird approaches the feeder, 
good photography opportunities may 
arise, without fruit or other birds in the 

frame�

Green-headed tanager
Tangara seledon

 ®Luciano Lima



Feeders and restoration
Studies indicate that feeders can 
be used in restoration projects�

 In addition to attracting birds and creating 
opportunities for high quality photographs, feeders 
offer a chance for species dispersal for forest restoration 
projects� Recent studies27 indicate that seeds introduced 
into birdfeed (mashed bananas and papayas) are 
effectively consumed and dispersed�
 There is a correlation between seed size and 
consumption rate, and smaller seeds are more likely to 
be consumed by common species such as the Rufous-
bellied Thrush (Turdus rufiventris), Pale-breasted Thrush 
(Turdus leucomellas), and Sayaca Tanager (Thraupis 
Sayaca) which are efficient dispersors.28

Rufous-bellied Thrush 
Turdus rufiventris

®Daniela Maia

A Morpho  butterfly eating a banana   
®Marco Mello

Toco Toucan 
Ramphastos toco

®Zé Edu Camargo
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Water
Offering some water and a place 

to take a bath creates good
photo opportunities�

Blue Dacnis
Dacnis cayana
®Jefferson Silva

 Some water will attract birds every day, at 
bath time, when they need to clean their feathers� 
Running water, sprinklers or even small electrical 
fountains can create a beautiful scene�
 Installing birdbaths on trails or even 
alongside buildings (blinds) improves observation 
opportunities and makes water available to animals 
on dry days, bringing in visitors and opportunities 
for photography or installing trail cameras�



Functional landscaping with attractive, 
native plants for hummingbirds�

Hummingbird Garden
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Hummingbird Garden at Serra do 
Urubu Reserve - SAVE Brasil

®Karliane Silva

 A hummingbird garden is nothing more than a  
well-lanscaped area with attractive, flowering plants 
that provide a permanent flow of nectar to the birds. It 
can be composed exclusively of native plants or even 
with exotic plants when possible� These  gardens are 
always improved with birdbaths when running water is 
available�



Bromeliads, red palulu, ceiba, erythrina, 
shimbillo,  and many other plants, 
native and exotic, are attractive to 
hummingbirds�

Hummingbird Garden
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Shimbillo
Inga sp.

Bromeliads

Red palulu
Heliconia_bihai



Ceiba
Ceiba sp.

Lobster claw
Heliconia_rostrata

Erythrina
Eritrina SP



Hummingbird feeders
Set sevaral hummingbird feeders 

close to each other to minimize 
territory disputes

sugar

water

20%
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 Hummingbirds have a high metabolism and re-
quire a large consumption of sacaroids to maintain ac-
tivity� Worldwide, the use of feeders is an accepted and 
encouraged strategy to attract birds�
 The refined sugar water solution is the most used 
because it maintains equivalence with natural nectar, 
which makes it more suitable than brown sugar and other 
natural sugars30, 31 To prepare the solution, dissolve one 
part refined sugar in four parts boiling water and allow 
to cool� If there is any left over, it should be stored in 
the refrigerator� It is essential to change the water every 
two days at most� Sanitize the whole feeder in boiling 
water32, preferably installing it in the shade� 



Glittering-throated Emerald
Amazilia fimbriata
®Thiago Toledo - Passarinhada Pro

Planalto Hermit 
Phaethornis pretrei

®Thiago Toledo - Passarinhada Pro



Partial Blind
You can build a partial blind next to a 

hummingbird feeder from basic materials 
such as vines and bamboo�

Purple-crowned Plovercrest
Stephanoxis loddigesii
®João Quental 

Partial blind  - CHEC
Manizales, Colômbia

 Install at least three feeders in order to minimize 
the territory disputes between birds�33 There is no 
evidence that birds become dependent on feeders�
 Some hummingbird feeders are built to lessen 
the presence of bees, and there are good tutorials on the 
internet for building efficient feeders.
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 Because they are experiences based in 
knowledge, the practices of birdwatching and scientific 
tourism require a constant flow of information. In 
general, every visitor actively seeks information about 
the area or park they will visit, whether in search of 
physical attractions such as waterfalls, caves, and 
mountains, or features like trails or blinds� Similarly, 
birdwatchers seek information on the conditions and 
accessibility, in addition to the environment and species 
seen in the area�

Information
Knowledge is an important 
resource in birdwatching�
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 A website is the first contact a visitor has with 
a conservation area, and it should contain information 
about the biome, habitat diversity, accessible areas, 
conditions and hours of operation, as well as formalities 
and other details regarding visitation�
 Stimulating the submission of species lists is a 
relatively simple measure, since the tools are available 
on sites such as eBird and táxeus, which can be printed 
off at Brazilian conservation areas� The most passionate 
birdwatchers will look for birds that have not been 
recorded yet, comparing their lists with the lists from 
each area�
 The online list is a two-way channel; when 
publishing a list, the birder collaborates to update their 
list and an updated list is what they visit for� Engaging 
management with the birding community is an effective 
way of disseminating information� 

Online resources
Collaborative and up-to-date 
information on recorded species�

Volume of information provided by birders in conservation areas:

10.000 
photos

16.000 
photos

422 
species

417
species



Books and Field Guides
A complete library is just as important 
as a tower�
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 Keeping a library with reference books makes 
it possible to consult experts and improve visitor 
experiences� Producing or encouraging the production of 
field guides provides complimentary information, offering 
visitors the opportunity to have a field list (checklist) to 
take on the trails and help in identifying the birds that 
they came to see�



Signage on Trails
The information distributed 
throughout the territrory�

 Signage on trails piques the interest of beginners, 
presenting the avifauna as a major attraction of protected 
areas� It is important that signs are visible at the entrance 
or close to the visitor center, displaying the importance of 
management with quality information�
 A map that helps identify accessible trails and 
the habitats they pass through, can be extremely useful 
as different birds may prefer wetlands, forests or fields. In 
some situations, signage may indicate points of interest for 
birds such as fruit trees, ponds, and exhibition areas� For 
more information and bibliography, we suggest refferal to 
the trail signage manual published in 2018 by ICMBio�24
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Trail Signage
Laguna Nimez El Calafate Argentina
®Giulyanna Althman
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Ferruginous Pygmy OwlGlaucid-
ium brasilianum 

®João Quental 



 Here we present some ideas and solutions to 
promote interaction between birdwatchers and birds, 
under the premise that birdwatching can and should 
contribute to conservation�  These are more than technical 
solutions and any implementation of the suggestions 
presented here should be guided by a profound respect 
for birds and their habitats�

 On the following page are references for the 
practices and data presented in this work�  Our goal was 
not to create a bibliographic review, but to contribute to 
the exploration of these themes� If you lack information, 
carefully observe the nature around you and seek to act 
wisely�
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São Paulo August  2019, 

Finally we finished this book, AvistarBrasil has 
come to an end and we feel  winter sinking in, with 
its clear skies and its cold fronts advancing� Soon, 

the drought will come; time to fill the fountains and 
feeders, time to help the birds in their difficult task 

of surviving humanity�
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